Adventure Land Nepal

Hiking in the Eastern Kathmandu Valley Rim

These trails offer plentiful encounters with the rural valley rim dwellers. These 3 days small tea house treks
making around eastern valley rim through the famed vantage points of Dhulikhel and Nagarkot. Starting in the
ancient Newar town of Panauti, we ascend gently to visit Namobuddha with monastery which is related with
Buddhist religions and people. We stay Dhulikhel back from Namobuddha from where you can enjoy with
beautiful natural view and long range of many mountains with sunrise and sunset view too. The next day we
climb onto a forested ridge with great views and continue to Nagarkot and night stay there. We finish on the third
day walking down to Sankhu, from where it's an hour scenic drive to Kathmandu.
Duration: 3 days
Price: $250
Rating: 5 Star
Group Size: Minimum 02 pax
Grade: Easy
Destination: Nepal
Activity: Hiking in Nepal

Accomodation:
Kathmandu - B/B basis
Hiking - Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner included
Hiking Period: Hiking Guide

Adventure Land Nepal

Vital Information
Kathmandu - City Tour in world heritage sites
Hiking - Himalayan views, Sunset or Sunrise view, Dhulikhel, Nagarkot and Panaut visits.

Itinerary:
Day 01
Kathmandu to Panauti
Firstly, you drive to Panauti traditional village and after visit this place hiking guide will lead you to Namobuddha;
popular buddhist monasteries and slowly walk up to Dhulikhel. You will see sunset and sunrise with Himalayas.
Day 02
Dhulikhel to Nagarkot Hiking
This day, after breakfast, you will walk through some traditonal villages related with different tribes and walk
down to Nala and again walk up to Nagarkot. mostly Nagarkot and Dhulikhel have same views but different
things find there too.

Day 03
Nagarkot to Sankhu
Nagarkot to Sankhu is a bit steep down walking, there is not hard to walk. You slowly walk and glance some
views on the way and after arrive to Sankhu, drive to Kathmandu and trip is ended.

Cost Include:
Transportation from Hotel to Panauti
Lunch, Dinner and Breakfast
Hiking Guide and his insurance
Transportation from Sankhu to Kathmandu when walking is ended.
Entrance fees where necessary.
Accommodation for 2 nights

Cost exclude:
Personal Expediture
Accommodation if single supplementary
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Tips for Guide and Driver
If changes itinerary your own
Insurance
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